Friends of WHMS
April 16, 2018

Attendees: Susan, Moira, Kerri

Teacher appreciation Day – April 25th (Wednesday)
- Karen Peters and Jennifer Gifford are co-chairing.
- Volunteers will be needed to cover the classrooms for lunch and recess
- Setup, food, lunch in class, recess, clean up
- Karen and Jennifer are going to survey teachers to determine food preferences.
- They also decided on massages from Ivy Day Spa

Grandparents’ Day

Shoprite has agreed to donate 2 of the 8 fruit platters.

We have ordered eight trays of 100 mini danish from Zacharys.

Bagel Tyme in Valetie is going to deliver 16 dozen bagels cut in quarters.

Placid Bakery is delivering eight trays of 50 mini blueberry muffins.

Tierra Farms is graciously donating the three bags of regular coffee and 1 bag of decaf.

Ashley has offered to be in charge of flowers.

Kerri will be making 20 cheese quiche the morning of GP day.